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Abstract. This paper presents a fully automatic and highly robust
head tracking algorithm based on the latest advances in real-time multi-
view face detection techniques and multiple cues fusion under particle
filter framework. Visual cues designed for general object tracking prob-
lem hardly suffice for robust head tracking under diverse or even severe
circumstances, making it a necessity to utilize higher level information
which is object-specific. To this end we introduce a vector-boosted multi-
view face detector [2] as the “face cue” in addition to two other general
visual cues targeting the entire head, color spatiogram[3] and contour
gradient. Data fusion is done by an extended particle filter which supports
multiple distinct yet interrelated state vectors (referring to face and head
in our tracking context). Furthermore, pose information provided by the
face cue is exploited to help achieve improved accuracy and efficiency in
the fusion. Experiments show that our algorithm is highly robust against
target position, size and pose change as well as unfavorable conditions
such as occlusion, poor illumination and cluttered background.

1 Introduction

Visual object tracking has long been a topic that attracts much research interest
due to its crucial value in applications including human-computer interaction,
robotics, visual surveillance, etc. In particular, human head tracking is one of its
most popular cases. Although head tracking is commonly used as experiment sce-
nario to evaluate general tracking algorithm, due to lack of strong object-specific
information (observation model) general tracking algorithms are not robust and
often require manual initialization, therefore cannot meet the requirements of
many practical problems which are confronted with large variation of both tar-
get appearance and enrivonment.

Traditional approaches concerning human head/face tracking mainly fall into
two classes by how specialized their visual cues are: 1) those which rely on
general information such as color, corner points, edge, background substraction,
etc[13][12][4][11], and 2) those which involves sophisticated geometry and texture
models[14][15][16].

Most approaches from the first class can actually be applied to any objects
other than head/face. Although their generality allow for certain degree of vari-
ability of the target and the scene, without any object-specific knowledge their
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discriminant power between target and clutter is often in peril under tough con-
ditions such as bad illumination and strong background noise.

On the other hand, approaches from the second class are mainly designed for
facial feature tracking, but can hardly fit into our head tracking problem since
they require a relatively clear appearance and limited view change of the target,
both of which ensure the information needed to support complicated models.

The above discrepancy reflects two difficulties fettering the solution of head
tracking problem, which we attempt to overcome in this paper:

– The lack of prior knowledge of the type of object being tracked.
The incapability of general visual cues to capture the characteristics of a
given type of target can be compensated by statistical learning. Therefore, in
addition to two general cues based on color and gradient, we further adopt a
vector-boosted real-time multi-view face detector which is trained over large
data sets. It provides a strong visual cue by inferring face occurrence from
image patches.

– The fusion difficulty induced by information asymmetry between
head rear and face. Face is a distinct pattern and provides plenty in-
formation (e.g. the layout and appearance of facial organs) for specialized
modeling. On the contrary, the head, especially the head rear, involves much
larger appearance variability, and provides no relatively strong and stable
features. If we want to seek aid from both highly specialized prior knowl-
edge of face and general visual cues for the head, such asymmetry must be
reconciled in the data fusion step. Here we extend the popular probabilistic
tracking tool – particle filter – to support both the face state and the head
state, taking into account their statistical interrelationship.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the face
detector, defines the face state vector and describes how to construct a proba-
bilistic observation model of face. Section 3 defines the head state vector and
presents two complementary observation models based on color spatiogram and
contour gradient. Section 4 addresses the fusion problem of multiple observation
models with multiple distinct but interrelated state vectors, and proposes the
extended particle filter. Section 5 gives the experimental results and Section 6
reaches the conclusion.

2 Face-Based Observation Model

Face is the most characteristic feature of human head. Despite its possible in-
visibility during the out-of-plane rotation of head, face can still be a strong
aid to head tracking if the visual attributes of face are captured and discrim-
inated against non-face appearance. However, in conventional face/head track-
ing, face detection is only performed as initialization due to its computational
cost. As a representative of the few attempts in integrating detection into track-
ing, [5] adopted the detector of [9] to achieve successful face tracking, but its
speed was far from real-time. In fact, although much effort has been paid on
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face detection[10][9][7][2], it is until recent years that face detection algorithms
which meet the real-time and multi-view requirements of head tracking are
developed[7][2]. Here we adopt a vector-boosted tree structure detector for multi-
view face[2] to construct an probabilistic observation model for tracking. The
detector covers a range of ±90◦ out-of-plane rotation (yaw) and ±45◦ in-plane
rotation (tilt). In the following, we briefly introduce the detector and describe
how to model the output of the detector into a observation likelihood.

2.1 Vector-Boosted Multi-view Face Detector

For multi-view face detection, the detector accomplishes two tasks at one time: to
distinguish faces and non-faces and to distinguish different poses. A width-first-
search tree structure is used to balance these two aspects as well as to enhance
the detector in both accuracy and speed(Fig. 1). Each node of the tree is a strong
classifier boosted from numerous weak classifiers, and it decides whether an input
image patch should be rejected or passed to one or more of its son nodes. In one
detection run, an image patch starts from the root node and travels along tree
paths by width-first search, and is accepted as face if and only if it passes one
or more leaf-node.

Fig. 1. Weak classifier and the tree structure face detector

To train branch nodes which are responsible for not only rejecting non-faces
but also identifying poses, the Vector Boosting algorithm is extended from the
Real AdaBoost. For the weak classifier we use haar-like feature[7] and piece-wise
function (Fig. 1, left) which is proved in several works[8][2] to be a more effective
substitute for traditional threshold-type function.

2.2 Face Likelihood

For the face likelihood p(yface|xf ) we define the face state vector as xf =
〈xf , yf , s〉, where 〈xf , yf 〉 denotes the center coordinates of face square region,
and s denotes the side length of the square.

Face detector focuses on whether an input image patch is a face or not, but
now we are interested in how likely it is a face (p(yface|xf )), which is rarely
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discussed in existing works. Here we propose a probabilistic approximation of
p(yface|xf ) from boosted classifiers by diving further into the training process.

For any given state xf , the corresponding image patch Ix is input to the
tree-structured detector. The face likelihood can be formulated as

p(yface|xf ) = p(face|Ix) =
p(Ix|face)p(face)

p(Ix)

=
r · p(Ix|face)

r · p(Ix|face) + p(Ix|face)
(1)

where p(face|Ix) is the probability of the image patch Ix being a face, and
r = p(face)/p(face) is the a priori ratio. To compute Eq. (1) we need to estimate
p(Ix|face), p(Ix|face), and r.

Given Ix, a strong classifier (tree node) v projects it to some feature space
and outputs a confidence fv(Ix), and p(Ix|face) and p(Ix|face) are well ap-
proximated by p(fv(Ix)|face) and p(fv(Ix)|face) respectively. The latter two is
adequately estimated by two single gaussian distribution learned from training
samples on which v is trained.

On the other hand, every strong classifier’s a priori ratio between face and non-
face is also different, since the face and non-face subspaces have been continually
refined by its ancestor classifiers – in training this refinement corresponds to the
reselection of training samples: samples that have been rejected by ancestor
nodes are no longer included. Typically, every strong classifier has a certain non-
face sample rejecting rate and face sample accepting rate, so that if we assume
an initial face/non-face a priori ratio r0 for the root node, the a priori ratio rv

for any other nodes v can also be computed by

rv = r0

l−1∏
i=0

αvi

1 − βvi

(2)

where {v0, ..., vl−1} is the path from root node v0 to v, and αvi and βvi are the
face sample accepting rate and non-face sample rejecting rate of vi respectively.

Therefore,

p(yface|xf ) .=
rv · p(fv(Ix)|face)

rv · p(fv(Ix)|face) + p(fv(Ix)|face)
(3)

where we choose v as the node with the maximum layer number among all nodes
that Ix have passed.

3 Head-Based Observation Model

To accomplish head tracking with full range out-of-plane rotation, we further
introduce two relatively general image cues targeting the head as a whole: one is
the color spatiogram[3] of head region, and the other is intensity gradient along
head contour. Both of them are based on the elliptical head state vector defined
as xh = 〈xh, yh, a, b〉, where 〈xh, yh〉 denotes the center coordinates of the head
ellipse, a and b denote the semimajor axis and semiminor axis respectively.
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3.1 Color Spatiogram

Compared with color histogram which discard all spacial infomation, a spa-
tiogram models each bin by the mean and covariance of the locations of pixels
that contribute to that bin. The color space of our spatiogram consists of B-
G, G-R and R+B+G, which are divided into N1, N2 and N3 different values
respectively. We denote the spatiogram as h = (h1, h2, ..., hN ), N = N1N2N3,
with each bin hi = 〈ni, µi, Σi〉, where ni is portional to the number of pixels
that belongs to the ith bin, and is normalized so that

∑N
i=1 ni = 1, and µi and

Σi are the mean vector and covariance matrix of the coordinates of the pixels.
To obtain the color likelihood of a candidate state of the target, the spatiogram

of the candidate is compared to a reference spatiogram. We do this by extending
the widely-used distance metric of traditional histogram[12] to spatiogram and
propose a color likelihood model that differs from [3].

Regard a spatiogram as a weighed gaussian mixture (each bin of a spatiogram
as a gaussian distribution N(µi, Σi) with the weight ni), the Bhattacharyya
coefficient can be derived as:

ρ =
N∑

i=1

(
√

ni,1ni,2

√
|Σi,1| 1

2 |Σi,2| 1
2

|Σ̄i| exp(−1
8
µ̂T

i Σ̄−1
i µ̂i)) (4)

where Σ̄i = Σi,1+Σi,2
2 , and µ̂i = µi,2 − µi,1. The distance between h1 and h2 can

be computed as

D(h1,h2) = (1 − ρ)1/2 (5)

And by assuming that the squared distance is exponentially distributed as in
[12], the color likelihood model is

p(ycolor |xh) ∝ exp (−D2(hx,href)/2σ2
color) (6)

(a) Original frame (b) By color histogram (c) By color spatiogram

Fig. 2. Comparison between likelihood maps given by (b)color histogram and (c)color
spatiogram. The reference is obtained from the man’s head region in (a). The spa-
tiogram better distinguishes the tracking target (the man) from the woman.

Compared with traditional histogram, color spatiogram contains a richer de-
scription of the target(Fig. 2), and therefore can increase the robustness in track-
ing as long as the tracked object’s spatial color distribution remains relatively
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stable. On the other side, however, spatiogram is also more vulnerable to dra-
matic variability of spatial color distribution – which is the exact case in head
tracking, since the target exhibits different appearance under different poses.
Fortunately, this drawback is solved gracefully by fusing the pose information
given by the face model to construct one reference spatiogram for each pose
respectively, and updating these references from time to time.

3.2 Contour Gradient

As a complementary counterpart of object color, gradient information has been
used in head tracking by accumulating intensity gradient along the contour[11],
and by modeling the occurrence of edge points along contour normals by Poisson
distribution[1]. The latter is better formulated in probabilistic sense, but also
requires a more accurate contour curve. In practice we use a combination of the
two for our elliptical contour state.

For any given head state xh, a certain number of points on the contour curve
is uniformly sampled and the normal at each point is searched within a finite
length L for the maximum gradient magnitude. Let g(xh) denote the sum of
the maximum along each normal, and the gradient likelihood is modeled by a
gaussian-like function with the form

p(ygrad|xh) ∝ exp (− (gmax − g(xh))2

2σ2
grad

) (7)

where gmax = maxxh {g(xh)} is the maximum gradient sum among all calculated
candidate states.

4 Multiple Cues Fusion by Extended Particle Filter

4.1 Standard Particle Filter

Particle filter[1] is a well-known tracking technique based on Bayesian sequential
estimation. Denote the state of the target object and the observation at time
t by xt and yt respectively, the filtering distribution p(xt|Yt) stands for the
distribution of target state given all observations Yt = (y1, ...,yt) up to time t.
This filtering distribution can be computed by the famous two-step recursion

Prediction : p(xt|Yt−1) =
∫

p(xt|xt−1)p(xt−1|Yt−1)dxt−1

Update : p(xt|Yt) ∝ p(yt|xt)p(xt|Yt−1) (8)

The recursion requires a dynamic model p(xt|xt−1) and an observation model
p(yt|xt), and is initialized with the distribution of initial state p(x0). To handle
non-gaussian distributions which lead to analytical intractability, particle filter[1]
approximates the two steps by a set of weighed samples {x(i)

t , π
(i)
t }N

i=1.
Such probabilistic approach provides a neat way to fuse multiple observation

models. In most of existing literature, these observation models either share the
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same state vector or work on state vectors that form a strict hierarchy[4]. In
contrast, our head tracking system involves observation models targeting two
distinct yet interrelated state vectors: the face xf and the head xh. In the next
section we show that they can be fused by some well-modeled sampling process.

4.2 Extending Particle Filter to Multiple Interrelated States

Since head is the object of interest while face is not always present in the tracking
process, we make the target state of the filter xt = xh

t , and make xf
t an auxiliary

state. The observation vector yt is 〈ycolor ,ygrad,yface〉.
Assuming independency among different observation models, the unified

observation likelihood can be formulated as (suppressing the time index t for
compactness)

p(y|x) = p(ycolor |xh)p(ygrad|xh)p(yface|xh) (9)

Note that the observation yface can only be obtained based on the auxiliary
state xf . And yet the state xf and xh are interrelated, meaning that given the
position and size of head, the position and size of the corresponding face obey
some distribution p(xf |xh). Therefore,

p(y|x) = p(ycolor|xh)p(ygrad|xh)
∫

p(yface|xf )p(xf |xh)dxf (10)

Inspired by the idea of standard particle filter, the integral part in Eq. (10) can
also be computed by sampling, resulting in the extended particle filter algorithm
used in our system shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Intermediary Sampling Particle Filter

With {x(i)
t−1, π

(i)
t−1}N

i=1 the particle set at the previous time step, proceed as
follows at time t:

– Resample: simulate αi ∼ {π
(i)
t−1}N

i=1, and replace {x(i)
t−1, π

(i)
t−1}N

i=1 with
{x(αi)

t−1 , 1/N}N
i=1

– Prediction: simulate x(i)
t ∼ p(xt|x(i)

t−1)
– For each x(i)

t , compute two parts of its weight respectively:
• Using the head contour (gradient and color) cue:

π
head,(i)
t = p(ycolor

t |x(i)
t )p(ygrad

t |x(i)
t )

• Using the face cue:
Simulate {xf,(j)}M

j=1 ∼ p(xf |x(i)
t )

π
face,(i)
t =

�M
j=1 p(yface

t |xf,(j))

– If
�N

i=1 π
face,(i)
t > Γ (Γ is a constant threshold decided empirically),

Face visible, for each i = 1..N : π
(i)
t = π

head,(i)
t π

face,(i)
t

Else
Face invisible, for each i = 1..N : π

(i)
t = π

head,(i)
t

– Normalize weight so that
�N

i=1 π
(i)
t = 1
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Until now the only problem we have left out is the distribution p(xf |xh)
representing the interrelation between the two state vectors, which varies as pose
changes(Fig. 3), so it is desirable that this distribution be modelled separately
for different poses. In practice, we use five offline-learned gaussian models for
left/right full profile, left/right half profile and frontal respectively. Thanks to
the pose information provided by the face cue, we online select the model for
sampling.
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Fig. 3. Interrelation of face state and head state. Positions of face center relative to head
center for different poses are shown (left: frontal, middle: right half profile, right: right
full profile). Head center is at the origin and head region is scaled to [−1, 1] × [−1, 1].

5 Experimental Results

In implementation, full frame face detection is performed for auto-initialization.
Once a face is detected, the neighboring region is searched for an optimal head
contour and the initial particle set is obtained by gaussian random sampling.
Zero-order dynamic model is used in the filtering process.

Quantitative Analysis. We collected three video data sets for evaluation. The
first is a collection of movie clips (50 clips, 11,424 frames), the second contains
video clips shot by desktop “webcam” and test data used in [3](10 clips, 3,156
frames), and the third contains family video clips shot by hand-hold video cam-
era(23 clips, 17,916 frames). Two trackers are tested, ours and another which
adopts color histogram and contour gradient cues fused by standard particle
filter (we did not use color spatiogram for comparison because we have found
that without any pose information, color spatiogram performs even worse than
histogram due to large variation of target spacial color distribution caused by
pose or illumination change in the test data, as we have analyzed at the end of
Section 3.1).

Table 2 shows the success rate of both methods. The success rate is the pro-
portion of frames successfully tracked. To obtain this rate, the tracking result is
compared to the manually labeled ground truth (one out of every 12 frames).
The criterion of successful tracking is: the center of the bounding rectangle of
output head region must be inside the ground truth head rectangle, and the area
should be within [0.5, 1.5] times of that of the ground truth rectangle.
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Table 2. Comparison of success rate over different data sets

Algorithm Movie Data Set Webcam Data Set Family Video Data Set

Ours 87.18% 91.63% 83.39 %
Color & Gradient 69.64% 68.44% 46.54%

(a) Different poses and cluttered background

#62 #109 #153 #190

(b) Unbalanced illumination and drastic motion

#858 #863 #871 #882

(c) Occlusion in cluttered background

#126 #130 #143 #154 #187

(d) Crowded scene

Fig. 4. Examples of tracking results

Scenario Analysis. Our test data sets include various challenging cases. See
Fig. 4 for a few examples, where both head contour and face position and pose
are shown.
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Time Analysis. Our tracker runs at about 15 to 18 frames per second on
a laptop with a Pentium M740(1.73MHz) CPU and 512M RAM, for videos
of size 320 × 240 (including video acquisition and playing results online). For
a comparison, the speed of frame-based detection using the same multi-view
face detector is about 8 to 10 frames per second. Temporal filtering has largely
reduced the load of detection, achieving higher efficiency.

6 Conclusion

We have presented an approach to integrate the latest technique in real-time
multi-view face detection and two general visual cues into the probabilistic track-
ing framework for robust head tracking. By modeling the output of the vector-
boosted tree structure detector into a probabilistic face likelihood, our approach
is able to utilize high level prior knowledge of the tracking target and hence can
handle much harder cases. To fuse the specialized face cue and the general head
cues, the standard particle filter is extended to support both the face state and
the head state, which are different but interrelated.

The resulting head tracker is experimented in various kinds of video sequences
and shows versatility under different unfavorable circumstances. We believe our
algorithm can be easily extended to the multi-object case (for example, by com-
bining the multi-modal particle filter proposed by [17]), and the appearance of
new target can be gracefully handled by the detector. Further research can also
be done on statistical learning of the head pattern and online updating detectors.
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